2014 Orientation
August 29 (Friday), 3:00pm - 5:00pm
Manoa IBR Conference Room (Biomed E125)

Program

(Light snacks and drinks will be provided from the beginning!)

1. Welcome Remarks
   - Dr. Yusuke Marikawa (DRB Graduate Program Chair)
   - Dr. Steve Ward (Director of the Institute for Biogenesis Research)
   - Dr. Scott Lozanoff
     (Chair of Department of Anatomy, Biochemistry and Physiology)
   - Dr. Mariana Gerschenson
     (JABSOM Director of Research and Graduate Education)

2. Introduction of Students
   - New students (Shayne, Iris, Joandrea, Trevor)
   - Current students

3. Recent achievements of DRB students

4. Introduction of faculty members

5. Very short presentations by faculty members
   (Claire Wright, Steve Ward, Takashi Matsui, Ryuzo Yanagimachi,
   Gert de Couet, Yukiko Yamazaki, Olivier LeSaux, Jinzeng Yang,
   Ben Fogelgren, Vernadeth Alarcon, Yusuke Marikawa)

6. Mixer